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Meetings Attended 

10/14 Staff Senate Quarterly Budget Meeting 

10/25 Staff Senate Executive Committee Meeting 

10/28 ULAA Finance and Budget Committee Meeting 

10/22 ULAA Quarterly Board Meeting 

11/1 Officers Meeting with CFO and their reports 

The officers met with our business ops budget person to discuss our quarterly statement.  Outstanding 

issue is salary increases for the Chair and Vice-Chair.  These were done without request on our part and 

aren’t listed currently as funded.  Since they were done to create parity with the Faculty Senate Chair 

and Vice- Chair, we asked that the Treasurer position get a similar increase and its funding be approved 

for our budget, so it doesn’t impact our balances.  This is being reviewed in the President’s office and we 

should hear back by sometime in the early next quarter. 

The ULAA Board met, and there were a couple of interesting items.  New turf to replace old and 

damaged turf in cardinal stadium was approved, and we also approved a promotion of three high 

performing athletics staff from assistant AD to associate AD position.  These three promoted folks, work 

closely with student athletes in our various programs to ensure their academic success.  Officers were 

elected for the Board as well, and I was chosen to serve the treasurer role for this term. 

We also met with the CFO’s leadership team and got some updates.  We spoke with Lisa Ennis about 

Canon concerns.  They are in the process of working with canon to resolve.  Carcyle has direct contact 

info she will be sharing to contact Lisa and team with canon print and mail delivery issues.  We spoke 

with Gary Becker about parking issues, sharing concerns received at last months meetings.  We spoke 

with Mary Elizabeth Miles about the Compensation Study, and it sounds like it is still on schedule, so 

finish in the first half of next calendar year.  We also had a an update on the COO search from Dan 

Durbin, that search is on hold currently. 

 

 


